bestossen. Ein sauberer, gutes Exemplar. Sprache: Deutsch Gewicht in Gramm: More information about this seller Contact this seller 5.

Condition: Near Fine. Covers by Sergey Nivens illustrator. First published in this is a first edition of this new edition, first impression with full number Neuromancer 1st edition. Illustrated boards, no jacket as Neuromancer 1st edition. The book that defined the cyberpunk movement, inspiring everything from The Matrix to Cyberpunk. The sky above the port was the colour of television, tuned to a dead channel.

William Gibson revolutionised science fiction in his debut novel ‘Neuromancer’. The writer who gave us the matrix and coined the term ‘cyberspace’ produced a first novel that won the Hugo, Nebula and Philip K. Dick Awards, and lit the fuse on the Cyberpunk movement.

More than three decades later, Gibson’s text is Neuromancer 1st edition stylish as ever, his noir narrative still glitters like chrome in the shadows and his depictions of the rise and abuse of corporate power look more prescient every day.

Part thriller, part warning ‘Neuromancer’ is a classic of modern SF and one of the 20th century’s most potent and compelling visions of the future. More information about this seller Contact this seller 6. First Edition. Moderate creases and rubbing to the covers overall. Firm binding. Clean pages. Used - Good. Seller Inventory 5-V More information about this seller Contact this seller 7. Published by Ace Hardcover About this Item: Ace Hardcover, Condition: Fine.


More information about this seller Contact this seller Published by Ace Books, U. About this Item: Ace Books, U. Book is straight, square, tightly and uniformly bound appearing never read and free of markings and blemishes. Please see Seller images. ISBN ShiroBooks, independent bookseller, takes pride in accurate descriptions, careful wrapping and safe shipping.

A beautiful copy of the 10th anniversary edition with a new afterword by the author. Published by ACE From: Vagabond Books, A. About this Item: ACE Seller Inventory LD This book is square, solid, and unread; the boards are solid and unblemished, and the lovely dustjacket is in a protective Brodart cover. When you receive this book you’ll tuck it into the inner pocket of your trenchcoat, don your mirror shades, and hop into your spinner. Neuromancer 1st edition systems set to overdrive, headed for spook country, under a sky the colour of television, turned to -- you guessed it -- a dead channel.

NOTE: A light haze of cinnamon-dusty foxing across the tops, and just a little evidence of handling to the page sides. Signed by Author. NOTE: A little evidence of handling to the page sides. Seller Inventory AB.


Internally pristine. The first cyberpunk novel. Cyberspace and virtual reality were invented in this novel. Technological fantasy combined with big business manipulation and futuristic medicine.


Signed by Author s. NOTE: This is the edition with the teal wraps. Published by Penguin Neuromancer 1st edition, NY Soft cover. Paperback Original.

Neuromancer - First Edition - Signed - William Gibson - Bauman Rare Books

Free shipping. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. This listing has ended. Ships to: United States and many other countries See details.

This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For Neuromancer 1st edition information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees.

For additional information, see Neuromancer 1st edition Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Visit store. Start of add to list layer. Add to Watchlist Add to wish list. Sign in for more lists. Sep 13, PDT. Seller's other items. Sell one like this. Related sponsored items Feedback on our suggestions - Related sponsored Neuromancer 1st edition. Last one. Long - First Edition - Illustrated.


Virtual Light By William Gibson. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Item specifies Special Attributes: Neuromancer 1st edition, 1st Edition. Neuromancer 1st edition to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to
Neuromancer, First Edition - AbeBooks

Published by Ace Seller Rating: About this Item: Ace, Mass Market Paperback. Condition: New. Neuromancer 1st edition Printing. Seller Inventory More information about this seller Contact this seller 1. More information about this seller Contact this seller 2. Condition: Good. May not include working access code. Will not include Neuromancer 1st edition jacket. Has used sticker s and some writing or highlighting. Seller Inventory U. More information about this seller Contact this seller 3.


When you receive this book you ll tuck it into the inner pocket of your trenchcoat, don your mirror shades, and hop into your spinner, all systems set to overdrive, headed for spook country, under a sky the colour of television, turned to -- you guessed it -- a dead channel. NOTE: A light haze of cinnamon-dusty foxing across the tops, and just a little evidence of handling to the page sides.

Part thriller, part warning 'Neuromancer' is a classic of modern SF and one of the 20th century's most potent and compelling visions of corporate power look more prescient every day.

The writer who gave us the matrix and coined the term 'cyberspace' produced a first novel that won the Hugo, Nebula and Philip K. Dick Awards, and lit the fuse on the Cyberpunk movement, inspiring everything from The Matrix to Cyberpunk The sky above the port was the colour of television, tuned to a dead channel. William Gibson revolutionised science fiction in his debut novel Neuromancer'.

The writer who gave us the matrix and coined the term 'cyberspace' produced a first novel that won the Hugo, Nebula and Philip K. Dick Awards, and lit the fuse on the Cyberpunk movement. Neuromancer 1st edition than three decades later, Gibson's Neuromancer 1st edition is as stylish as ever, his noir narrative still glitters like chrome in the shadows and his depictions of the rise and Neuromancer 1st edition of corporate power look more prescient every day.


Condition: -- not specified. Ended: Sep 13, PDT. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab See details. Seller: vagbk Seller's other items.


About this Item: Ace, Hardcover. Published by Ace, Condition: New. Priceclipping. Seller Inventory More information about this seller Contact this seller 1.

Condition: -- not specified. Ended: Sep 13, PDT. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab See details. Seller: vagbk Seller's other items.


About this Item: Ace, Hardcover. Published by Ace, Condition: New. Priceclipping. Seller Inventory More information about this seller Contact this seller 1.

Published by Ace Hardcover. About this Item Ace Hardcover. Published by HarperCollins, London From Transformer Glasgow, United Kingdom.